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I have been working as a Java developer for 11 years since I have graduated from my studies. Having
had an opportunity to work on numerous projects, I gained experience in many technologies and
frameworks around JVM. I am interested in cloud and software architecture.

Java language - the primary language used for
developing web applications, mainly Java 8 and Java
11

Scala language - used together with Spark and Play
frameworks

Spring framework - practical knowledge how to use
Spring Boot, Spring Cloud, Spring MVC for building web
applications in microservices architecture

Spark framework - creating applications with Spark
Streaming, Spark Structured Streaming, Datasets, RDD,
Spark SQL

Cassandra DB - creating tables for optimized queries
and storing large datasets; basic knowledge about
maintaining database and nodetool

Apache Kafka -  implementing applications which
integrate with a message broker on a client and
producer side

RDB databases like PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle -
implmenting applications to store and query DB,
knowledge about designing tables, indexes and keys

Apache Zeppelin - creating notebooks with the usage
of Spark and Cassandra interpreters to visualize data

Containerization - deploying and maintaining
applications on PAAS platform (Openshift/Kubernetes),
usage of Docker, Docker Compose, Docker Swarm,
creating images and managing containers
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Work History

Linux - working with Ubuntu system, running deployments
on VMs, tunnelling, usage of simple Linux tools like grep,
cp, chmod, chown, ps etc.

Java IDEs -  developing applications with IntelliJ IDEA,
DataGrip, Eclipse

Knowledge of collaboration tools - Jira, Confluence,
Trello

Knowledge of developer tools - GIT, SonarQube, Review
Board, Jenkins, Maven, Gradle, SBT

Cloud solutions - experience working with GCP and AWS
cloud providers

Scrum - working in scrum framework to develop
software 

2019-01 - Current Senior Java Developer
Pet Circle, Sydney, Australia

is Australia's largest online specialty pet company. Working in a very fast growing
e-commerce company, I had an opportunity to better understand scaling issues.
My main responsibilities were:

Developing web applications using microservices architecture and
technologies like Java EE (Servlets, JAX-RS, JSP), Java 8/11 on Google Cloud
Platform
Creating tech designs for several projects
Assuring quality of applications by writing high quality unit tests with JUnit 4/5,
AssertJ, Hamcrest, Mockito, integration tests with Spring Cloud Contract,
Wiremock, Testcontainers and mutation tests with Pitest
Implementing and optimizing search for products with Elasticsearch

2018-08 - 2018-12 Java Developer
Glamazon, Sydney, Australia

is a real-time booking platform for beauty acquired by Urban Company. Having
had an opportunity to work in a very small start-up company I had many
responsibilities, including:

Developing and maintaining web applications with Play framework 2 and Java
8 language
Setting up logging with Kibana (ELK stack Bitnami template & logback)
Setting up monitoring with Prometheus and Grafana
Managing AWS infrastructure: EC2, ECS, Fargate, CodeDeploy, RDS, SQS

2015-01 - 2018-05 Java Developer
Eniro, Warsaw, Poland



Certifications

Education

Projects

is a leading search company for individuals and businesses with operations in
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland and Poland. I had an opportunity to work in an
international team and my main areas of expertise were:

Developing and maintaining web applications supporting customers written in
Java using Spring framework (Spring Cloud, Spring Boot) and microservices
architecture (i.a. http://mitt.eniro.se/)
Developing from scratch analytics system for storing and aggregating traffic on
Eniro websites written in Scala using: Play, Spark frameworks, Cassandra NOSQL
database and Kafka message broker.
Preparing monitoring and deployment configuration for services using: Jenkins,
Openshift, Grafana, Prometheus and Graphite

2010-11 - 2014-12 Java Developer
Agora SA / QUMAK-SEKOM, Warsaw, Poland

is one of the biggest media groups in Poland and the owner of many brands like
gazeta.pl, sport.pl, wyborcza.pl. Working in this company I had an opportunity to
learn about developing enterprise solutions on a large scale.
My main areas of expertise were:

Developing and maintaining web applications with Java EE (including Servlets,
JSP, JSTL)
Developing and maintaining web applications in Java using Spring framework
and Apache Solr
Developing OSGI applications on Apache ServiceMix
Writing and optimizing SQL queries for Oracle DB

2020-12 Google Associate Cloud Engineer

2021-12 Google Professional Cloud Architect

2021-08 Certified Kubernetes Application Developer

2005-10 - 2010-09 Master of Science: System And Network Programming
Polish-Japanese Academy of Information Technology - Warsaw

I completed full-time studies in the field of Information Technology with a
specialisation in System and network programming.



Languages

Eligibility to work in Australia

Author of Swf Reader application - As a student, I
developed one of the first bytecode deprotecors for
Adobe AVM/AVM2 on the
market  https://sourceforge.net/projects/swf-reader/

Polish - native

English - communicative in writing and speaking;
obtained certificates: Cambridge FCE grade B in 2016,
Cambridge CAE  grade B2 in 2017, Cambridge IELTS
band score 7.5 grade C1 in 2019

Permanent resident


